[Conformal technics by the movement of bars in pendular fields. 2. The dosimetric aspects].
The development of conformal techniques by movement of bars in pendular fields requires a careful examination of many physical and dosimetric problems: bar-critical organ synchronization problems, dose calculation problems, and problems relative to the "shadow effect". The use of a bar in an arc field, causes to a slow gradient of dose between shielded zone and target volume with a loss of homogeneity in dose distribution. This effect is well known ("shadow effect") and depends on the fact that different points spend different times beyond the bar's shadow. In this work the problem is investigated in the case of moving bar technique, mainly for dose calculation possibilities; then the possibility is analyzed of optimizing dose distribution by means of filters whose profile can be calculated for simple geometric conditions (fixed bar on the isocenter without considering the profile of the patient). These filters will be made in our Institute and they will be tested in various conditions, for both fixed bars and moving bars in arc fields.